
BIOLEACHING OF GOLD ORE

Bioleaching is a biochemical mining technique in which specific biological organism is used for the removal of a specific
metal from impure ore.

The understanding and funding of bench, pilot, and full-scale programs is steadily increasing. Chapter 3. Most
of the carbonaceous gold ore samples were obtained from locations in the southwestern United States. Boise,
ID,  Today, biooxidation technology is successful in a range of conditions, from ideal to the most severe
climates in the world. Wan, and L. Ashanti Goldfields Company Limited. Use of thermophilic bacteria for
microbial pretreatment of precious metal ores can offer economic advantages over common bioleaching
processes in terms of both increased reaction rates and a lower requirement for cooling. Google Scholar Behre
Dolbear and Company. The application of bioleaching to refractory precious metal ores is a relatively new
concept in comparison to roasting and chemical oxidation, and is rapidly becoming established as a viable
pretreatment alternative. Reactor operation is under alkaline or acidic conditions, depending upon the specific
process. Google Scholar Shield, John W. Google Scholar van Aswegen, Pieter C. Google Scholar Clark, John
A. Biox Amenability: Atlanta: Report No. The smallest of these consisted of ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing
0. This process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm improves. Google
Scholar Bruynesteyn, A. Wright, and L. Elmore Co. Iron contained in precipitation products was determined
by extracting 1. Exploratory Metallurgical Testing, Report No. Adelaide, Australia: Australian Mineral
Foundation,  Lynn earned his M. Because of this flexibility, biooxidation can be effectively integrated into
gold-processing mills to achieve economical recovery from refractory ores. This process is strongly out of
favor with the major mining companies, due to the extremely toxic nature of mercury and the processes
inferior performance when compared to the available alternatives. Combining bioleaching with either
carbon-in-leach cyanidation or blanking agent pretreatment is required to achieve satisfactory gold recoveries
from these ores. The oxygen overpressure required is primarily determined by the mass transfer requirements
of the process and higher overpressures tend to shorten the reaction rate and thus the residence time retorts
until the mercury is distilled off. Although acidification of carbonaceous gold ores decreases preg-robbing and
enhances subsequent gold recovery, bioleaching is required to solubilize iron sulfide minerals and yield a
product which can be cyanided in the presence of activated carbon to attain maximum recovery of precious
metal.


